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The Coordinator’s Desk

Thanks to everyone for getting back so
quickly on the survey questions. I know for
sure that everyone is getting the OneCallNow
calls, and the answers to the response
questions were as I suspected. We’ll keep
on responding as the state requests and you
all keep responding as much as possible.
I understand that people can’t respond if
they’re at work, and the distance to the
search may be further than they want to
drive. However; the only thing I can ask is
that if the search is close to you, please
respond.
Mike and I are responding to most incidents,
if not both of us, then one or the other. I’ve
gone back and looked at the folks responding
and every one of them had to get up and go
to work the next day. I urge you to evaluate
whether or not you can respond on a per
incident basis.
We have a lot of training opportunities
coming up this year. Several people have
already volunteered to take a month of
which I am very appreciative. The trainings
which are the same weekends of Backbone
will be at Backbone Rock. The person
organizing the training will only need to
decide what they want to do. Mike and I can
easily do a first on scene for the new
members, and we can also take days and
work on dispatching if we have folks that
want to do that. If you’re interested in
working base, we’ll write tasks and work a
mission as if there were really one going on.
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Remember this is your team. I am only one of the
Board members that ensure BDSAR fulfills its
obligation to the Commonwealth of Virginia, our
Responsible Agents and BDSAR’s membership. It is
up to you to fulfill your obligation to BDSAR, which
will in turn fulfill your destiny in Search and
Rescue.
Please look at all of the training opportunities
coming up. The SAREx in May will be a 1 day
event, and will be on the Blue Ridge Parkway right
outside of Hillsville (very close for us!!). This will
count towards your re-certification, if you are not
able to currently respond to Real Missions.

Black Diamond members
responded to 5 missions
since January 1, 2012.
We hope to see you at
the next one!!

This newsletter is an internal publication of Black Diamond Search and Rescue Council, Inc. for the use of its members.
The views expressed here reflect the views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of BDSAR, Inc.
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Upcoming Training Events
Mike Maggard – Training Officer
Ø March 9-11 & 23-25 – GSAR Halifax Co.
Ø March 31, 2012 – BDSAR Competition
Ø April 19 – 22, 2012 – VASARCo SAR
Conference Holiday Lake 4H Center –
Appomattox, VA
Ø May 19 – SAREx – Blue Ridge Music
Center – Blue Ridge Parkway
Ø June 2-3 – SAR First Responder –
Rural Retreat Fire Department
Ø Third Full weekend of June, July,
August, & September – Backbone
Ø August 18, 2012 – Membership Cookout
at Backbone Rock – everyone invited

BDSAR’s Spring Meeting
Please make plans to attend Black Diamond’s Spring
Meeting. The date will be May 5th, 2012 and will be
at the Southwest Virginia Higher Ed Center in
Abingdon. We will be conducting business, holding
elections, having a long discussion about the
command bus, and hopefully meeting with Med
Flight. We can also follow up the day with a First
On Scene for the new members and discuss call out
procedures for them. If you haven’t attended
anything else that BDSAR has held in 2012, you’ll
need to attend this!! Put it on your calendars now!
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Black Diamond SAR Competition
The Fifth Annual Black Diamond SAR Competition is
going to be a go, and we’ve had some members step
up to help. If you’re interested in joining the Black
Diamond team, please contact Chris Bryant. It will
not be a big deal at all if we have two teams. With
the membership we have, we should have 3 or 4
teams. If you can’t compete, but still want to help,
please let me know.
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What are those pesky alert codes again??
With all of the new members, I wanted to make sure they saw the response codes and I wanted
to make sure that those that may have forgotten them could see them again. Remember these
are the codes that you may see accompany a text message alert.
100 – No call outs – everything is normal
200 – Will be accompanied with the County – i.e. “200 – Smyth Co.” – this means get ready to
possibly be called out.
300 – Will be accompanied with a Mission Number and the County –
i.e.”300 – VA-013-12 Wise Co.” - This means we’ve been asked to respond to Wise Co.
441 – Will be accompanied with the Mission Number and means there has been a Status 1
i.e. “441 – VA-013-12”
442 – Will be accompanied with the Mission Number and indicates there has been a Status 2.
There is a possibility that if you have not yet made it on scene, you will be asked to continue
to the scene to assist with Evac.
443 – Will be accompanied with the Mission Number and the same holds true regarding response
as 442.

Elections to be held at the May meeting

We will be holding our annual elections at the May meeting. Remember
Your attendance is crucial at the May meeting. If you would like to nominate
someone for a position on the Board of Directors, please get your nomination to Bill
Garrison, who has so graciously agreed to head the Nomination Committee. His email
address is billgarrison@bdsarco.org

Positions to be elected:

Coordinator – Currently Bryan Saunders
Asst Coordinator – Currently Bob Barlow
Secretary – Currently Nina Cipriani
Treasurer – Currently Bryan Saunders
Member at Large – Currently Bill Keith
Training Officer – Currently Mike Maggard
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as seen in the email

As you may have noticed in the last newsletter, we have worked out an
agreement with Grayson Highlands State Park to fill a camping spot from
the first weekend in May to the last weekend in October.
These persons are going to be in constant communication with the Park
staff on radios that have been provided by Trisha Fitzgerald from SMRG.
We will be taking some of the load off of the Park staff who had a lot on their
shoulders before they lost some staffing.
We may be asked to move to a certain area of the park to speak with folks
that may have a loved one overdue, we may be asked to assist treating
minor injuries, or we may first respond to a major injury until EMS can arrive.
We’re currently working on acquiring a camper for everyone to stay in. We
have promised the person providing the camper to us that we will not be
using the kitchen nor will we be using the bathroom. Please plan on making
your own cooking arrangements, and plan on using the public bath facility.
We will also ask that you clean it before you leave for the folks coming
behind you.
We will be sharing these duties with folks from across the Virginia SAR
system so BDSAR does not bear the responsibility of filling the spot every
weekend. If folks have time off during the week and would like to stay at the
Park during the week, then this can definitely be handled, we will just need
to make arrangements with the folks coming in for the weekend, if you’re not
staying through Sunday.
If you can only pull a day here and a day there, you may definitely respond.
We will have folks from out of town leaving Grayson Highlands pretty early
on Sunday for the return trip home and if we can put someone else in the
Park on Sunday that would be great!
More information will be forthcoming. Please let me know your interest in
this excellent opportunity as soon as possible.
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Newest Members
We have had an influx of members in the last several months, and
we’ll be adding more in the next month. Please make these folks
feel as welcome as we’ve felt over the last many years and
welcome them to our family. Some of these folks have already
responded to incidents and the others will be responding as soon
as their preliminary paperwork is done.
Newly Added FTMS to the Team:
Aaron Sergent – Norton
Skipper Dorton – Norton
Michael Williams – Norton
Ricky Cox – Norton

I currently have 11 (eleven) applications ready to
send to the Membership Committee. I have 2 (two)
more that have agreed to wait until we teach the
SAR First Responder in Rural Retreat in June, and
I have 3 more from Grayson County that want to
join after they take FTM at the Halifax GSAR.

That is 20 new members in the first two
months of 2012!

Please welcome them to the team and
be sure to introduce yourself!!
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